Optimized geometries and complete, scaled quadratic force fields of HCOCN and HCSCN have been determined at different theoretical levels (HF/4-21, HF/6-3lG**; geometries also at MP2/6-3lG** and MP2/6-31 lG**). Frequencies calculated from the force fields confirm, with one exception, the assignment of the vibrational spectrum of ACOCN. The vibrational fundamentals calculated for HCSCN (accurate within about 50 cm-') could direct a spectroscopy study aimed at determining them. Calculated rotational and quark centrifugal distortion (QCD) constants are in good agreement with the experimental data for both molecules, but QCD constants only after scaling of the force fields.
Introduction
The first spectroscopic detection of the both astrophysically and chemically very interesting but rather unstable molecule of formyl cyanide, HCOCN, was performed by Judge et al. [ 11. The near-UV absorption spectrum has been recorded [ 11, and partial analysis of the vibrational bands and the rotational fine structure was presented: besides the lowlying seven vibrational fundamentals of the lowest electronically excited state of formyl cyanide, two low-lying ground state vibrational fundamentals have been obtained (v, and v9 , belonging to the CCN bending modes). Four of the seven in-plane fundamentals ( u2, Us, u5 and 8,) have been observed from the gas-phase infrared spectrum by Clouthier and Moule [2] . The u-type millimeter-wave (MMW) spectrum, measured by Bogey et al. [ 3 1, provided the rotational, the quartic centrifugal distortion and two of the seven sextic constants. (In this study one of the quartic centrifugal distortion constants, d, was fixed at its propynal value because only u-type transitions were measured, and dK was found to be highly correlated with the A constant.) Measurement of the b-type spectrum provided refined values for alI these molecular constants [ 
The only spectroscopic work published on monomeric, gas-phase thioformyl cyanide, HCSCN, is that of Bogey et al. [ 51, who investigated the MMW spectrum, measured lines belonging to the a-and btype spectra and derived accurate molecular constants (besides the full quartic and sextic terms, they also obtained an octic and dectic centrifugal distortion constant). Their attempt to observe HCSCN by low temperature IR spectroscopy was, however, unsuccesful.
As to the theoretical calculations on these simple compounds, Goddard [ 61 determined the geometry and the vibrational frequencies of HCOCN at the ab initio SCF level using the 3-21G and 6-3 1 G* basis sets, and the geometry of HCOCN also at the MP3/ 6-31 G* level. In the calculation of the rotational constants of HCOCN Goddard used some empirical scaling, and a uniform scaling was applied in the calculation of its vibrational fundamentals. To our best knowledge similar theoretical calculations on HCSCN are not available.
Force fields for HCOCN and HCSCN have not been reported so far, although knowledge of the harmonic force field provides the best way to check the assignment of the vibrational spectrum and the molecular constants deduced from the MMW spectrum. Force fields are also essential in understanding the fine details of the electronic structure of a molecule. Therefore we felt it is necessary to obtain reliable quadratic force fields for HCOCN and HCSCN. 
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(During the course of the calculation of the frequencies for HCGCN, Goddard [ 6 ] actually did calculate a force field for this molecule. However, he did not report it in his paper, furthermore he did not attempt to systematically correct the force field, without which the results have only limited value, as is again demonstrated in this paper.)
It has been proved several times that molecular orbital theory can predict highly accurate geometries (the rotational constants are correct mostly well within 1% ) and that quantum mechanical force fields (especially after some empirical adjustment [ 7 ] ) give very good estimates of the vibrational fundamentals of the ground states of molecules and that they successfully reproduce the quartic centrifugal distortion constants [ 12-l 41. Among mediumsized calculations (Hat-tree-Fock SCF) the most careful and thorough harmonic force field investigations involve the 4-2 1 Gaussian basis set [ 111. For the sake of consistency and for an easier judgment of the theoretical results it is still probably worthwhile choosing this theoretical level (may be denoted as HF/4-2 1) for molecules with regular bonding. Thus results of such a calculation are reported here for HCOCN. On the other hand, feasibility of much larger calculations (more sophisticated theoretical methods with more complete basis sets) is steadily improving. Therefore we also made calculations with a larger basis set (6-3lG** [ 151) . The following is an account of theoretical calculations of the geometries and SQM force fields of formyl cyanide and thioformyl cyanide, which data were used to calculate their vibrational and rotational spectra in the usual fashion [ 16 1.
Computational details
Electronic wave function calculations were made at two levels of theory: (a) the self-consistent-field (SCF) Hartree-Fock (I-IF) method; (b) the MollerPlesset second-order (MP2) perturbational method. Three basis sets were used in this study: (a) Pulay In obtaining the geometry and the scaled quantum mechanical (SQM) HF/4-2 1 force field for HCOCN a well-documented, standard route advocated by Pulay et al., described in detail in refs. [7, 11] , is followed. The reference geometry is obtained by empirical correction of the theoretical equilibrium geometry, determined by complete optimization, using the following offset values [ 7,201: No correction of the fully optimized theoretical geometries was attempted at any other theoretical level. Thus the theoretical geometries presented in table 2 refer to geometries used in this study for the evaluation of the quadratic force constants.
As was pointed out several times (for some fascinating new results see ref.
[ 2 11, a study interesting also in this respect ) , even at higher theoretical levels adjustment of the computed force constants is necessary to obtain chemically accurate (with errors less than l-l .5% ) values for the measured fundamentals, Unfortunately no scale factors within the scaling scheme used in this study are available for the HF/6-31G** level from the literature. Thus scale factors were obtained by a least-squares refinement procedure [ 71, in which the calculated HF/6-3 1 G** 0.650 0.71 a1 X = 0 for HCOCN and X = S for HCSCN. y CCN is the angle of the NC bond with the CICz03 plane. The CH wag is positive if the H atom moves toward the positive Z direction. b, The HF/4-21 scale factors were taken from refs. [ 7,201; for the HF/6-31G** scale factors see text. Table 2 Ab initio structural results for formyl cyanide and thioformyl cyanide ')
6-3 lG** . 'I Ref. [6] .
force field of HCOCN was adjusted to give frequencies in close agreement with the measured ones. The obtained scale factors, presented in table 1, were used to correct the HF/6-31G** force field of HCSCN. The final SQM force fields of HCOCN and HCSCN, obtained with these scale factors, are presented in table 3.
The measured and the calculated vibrational frequencies of HCOCN and HCSCN are presented in table 4. As scaling of the calculated vibrational frequencies using a unique scale factor is a widely applied procedure, results of this oversimplified procedure are also presented in this table for purpose of   comparison with the more sophisticated results obtained by the scaling of the force field. The unique scale factor was chosen to be 0.89 for the HF/6-3 1 G** frequencies. Calculation of the rotational and quartic centrif- Tables 5 and  6 contain these rotational molecular constants for HCOCN and HCSCN, respectively.
Results and discussion
The equilibrium geometries of HCOCN and As to the SQM force fields of HCOCN (table 3) HCSCN are rather similar to each other (see a) Quartic centrifugal distortion constants correspond to I' representation using A reduction. For errors of the experimental values see the original publications. ') The "direct" quartic centrifugal distortion constants were obtained by use of the unscaled, directly calculated quadratic force field.
The "SQM" quartic centrifugal distortion constants were calculated using the SQM force field of table 3.
Cl The MP3/6-3 I G* values were taken from ref.
[ 61; they are empirically corrected and do not refer to the directly calculated equilibrium structure.
it can be observed that the scaled force fields, calconstants reflect mainly differences in the reference culated with the two rather different basis sets, are geometries of the individual force field calculafairly similar. (Differences in the stretching force tions. ) This means that even the compact 4-2 1 basis The SQM force fields of HCOCN and HCSCN reveal some interesting details of the electronic structure of these molecules. Both the length of the CC bonds ( z 1.47 and z 1.44 8, in HCOCN and HCSCN, respectively) and the diagonal CC stretching force constants (x4.5 aJ Ae2) suggest a partial double bond character of CC. It is reasonable to assume that this is due to a delocalization of the electrons from the CO/CS and CN bonds. The unscaled HF/4-2 1 CN stretching constant in HCN, calculated at 1.1515& is 21.35 aJ A-' [20] . In HCOCN the HF/4-21 (HF/6-31G**) results are 21.04 (24.33) aJ Ae2, calculated at 1.1 534 ( 1.1 343) A. In HCSCN the unscaled HF/6-31G** value is 23.98 aJ A-' calculated at 1.136, A. The unscaled HF/4-21 CO force constant in formaldehyde [7] is 14.87 aJ AB2, calculated at 1.208 A, while in formyl cyanide it has a value of 15.05 aJ A-', calculated at 1.200 A. The unscaled HF/4-2 1 CS stretching force constant in H2CS is 7.40 aJ A-', calculated at 1.611 A [ 241. The HCSCN unscaled HF/6-31G** result is 8.10 aJ Am2 at 1.597 A. Changes in the CN stretching constant thus can be attributed to change inthe bond length, while changes of the CO (or CS) stretching force constants are considerably smaller than it could be 366 expected from change in the CO (or CS) bond lengths. This suggests that the increased electron density of the C-C bond, in both compounds, is due mainly to electrons withdrawn from the CO/CS bonds.
The CCN in-plane bending constants of HCOCN, ~0.27, and of HCSCN, ~0.31 aJ rad-* are about the same as the linear bending CCN force constant of benzonit rile, 0.30 aJ rads2 [20] . It is also interesting to note that, at the 6-3 1 G** level, the out-ofplane CCN bending force constants are larger than the in-plane ones, while the 4-2 1 calculation predicts the opposite for HCOCN.
The CH wagging force constant of the aldehyde group of acrolein is 0.37, and that of glyoxal is 0.35 aJ radm2 (HF/4-21 values [ 71) . The values in HCOCN and HCSCN, ~0.37 and z 0.30 aJ rade2, respectively, are thus perfectly regular.
Among the coupling force constants there are also some which are worth discussing. Before going into details we note that the interaction constants involving the CN triple bond are the only ones which might have different signs at the HF/4-21 and HF/ 6-3 lG** levels (see table 3 ) .
The CN/CC interaction (F4,, in table 3) is the only significant constant in HCOCN which has substantially different values at the 4-2 1 and 6-3 1 G** levels ( -0.18 and -0.02 aJ Am2, respectively The scaled HF/4-21 CO/CH stretching interaction force constant is 0.42 in formaldehyde [ 7] ,0.42 in acrolein [ 7 ] and 0.33 aJ A-' in glyoxal [ 71. In HCOCN it has a value of 0.32 aJ A-', thus it is most similar to glyoxal. The scaled HF/4-21 CO/CC interaction constant is 0.56 in glyoxal i 71, 0.70 in acrolein [ 7 ] and the largest, 0.99 aJ A-* in HCOCN.
(The HF/6-31G** value for HCOCN is almost exactly the same.) This is again in line with the picture showing a considerable electron flow from the CO to the CC bond in the case of HCOCN. For HCSCN the CS/CH and B/CC coupling constants are 0.11 and 0.42 aJ A-2, respectively, suggesting that a similar picture holds for this molecule, as well.
As usual, the CH/CC interactions in HCOCN and HCSCN are positive (the only known exceptions involve CC triple bonds, as that in acetylene [ 27 ] or phenylacetylene [ 28 ] ; note that these results are not considered as artifacts of the calculations). On the other hand, the scaled HF/4-21 value of +0.14 aJ A-' in HCOCN is unusually large: it is about eight times larger than the corresponding constant of glyoxal [ 71. One might suggest that this is just an artifact of the HF/4-21 calculation. However, the HF/6-31G** values for HCOCN and HCSCN are 0.15 and 0.11 aJ A-', respectively. Thus the large value seems to be real.
The equilibrium geometries of HCOCN and HCSCN are of C, symmetry, thus their nine vibrational normal modes distribute as 7a' + 2a". As can be seen from table 4, the largest deviation between the calculated and measured frequency values of HCOCN concern v9, the CCN out-of-plane bending mode. As both the calculated CH wagging and CCN out-of-plane bending diagonal force constants seem to be regular (see above), two factors could be responsible for the large discrepancy: (a) an experimental misassignment; (b) calculation of the yCH/ yCCN interaction force constant is largely in error. Test calculations to check this second possibility show that an extreme negative interaction constant would be needed to lower the v9 frequency to reach 278 cm-'. We consider this as an indication that the assignment of the out-of-plane CCN bending fundamental of HCOCN should be reconsidered. For the CN stretching mode ( u2) the discrepancy at the HF/ 4-21 level may be due to the not perfect transferability of the respective scale factor. The calculated CC stretching frequencies of HCOCN, v5, are in very good agreement with the experimental value of 914 cm-' [2] . This is somewhat surprising at the HF/ 4-2 1 level, since the calculated CC bond length is too short resulting in a too large force constant.
Precision of the present calculations is shown to be high for HCOCN (table 4) . A similar precision is expected for HCSCN (the maximum error in the calculated frequencies should be about 50 cm-'), consequently this study should be extremely valuable in the experimental assignment of the yet unobserved vibrational spectrum of HCSCN.
As the equilibrium geometries of HCOCN and HCSCN are planar, the calculated quartic centrifugal distortion constants depend only on the in-plane force fields. For both HCOCN and HCSCN, the poor agreement between the directly calculated HF/6-3lG** and the measured [ 3-51 quartic centrifugal distortion constants improves to excellent after scaling of the force fields (see tables 5 and 6). Predictions based on the HF/4-21 SQM force field of HCOCN are, as expected [ 13 1, of similar accuracy. The only large discrepancy in HCOCN concerns 8,.
From the point of view of the present calculations it should be noted that values of the d, and SK constants, especially that of AK, are most sensitive to the diagonal CCN bending force constant, and are rather insensitive to the stretchings. For HCSCN the only discrepancy concerns d2, a very small constant. A possible explanation of both discrepancies recalls that the measured centrifugal distortion constants are effective values, and that vibrations distort the cen-trifugal distortion constants from their equilibrium values by an unknown extent. Furthermore, such vibrational effects might affect 8, (or d2) the most.
[9] G. Fogarasi 
Conclusions
The present study demonstrated again the great practical value of ab initio quantum chemical calculations for the interpretation of the vibrational and rotational spectra of molecules. Necessity of scaling of the force fields calculated at different theoretical levels is well demonstrated. The quadratic scaled quantum mechanical (SQM) force fields of formyl cyanide, obtained from the direct calculated ab initio Hartree-Fock SCF values by scaling them with empirical scale factors, reproduce the measured frequencies remarkably well. The calculations suggest that assignment of the out-of-plane CCN bending fundamental should be reconsidered. It is believed that the predicted fundamentals of HCSCN have a comparable high accuracy, and thus they can serve a future vibrational spectroscopy study of HCSCN. The moments of inertia calculated from the equilibrium geometries and the quartic centrifugal distortion constants calculated from the SQM force fields (and the geometries) are in excellent agreement with the experimental values for both compounds.
